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Children‘s Book
Gaymann/Rondot/Steinhilber

The Daily Llama
The story of how Sam followed the trail of the Incas
2020. 136 pages. Hardcover. € 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-603-9
FOR:
Children between 5 and 12 years and their parents, educators, teachers, advice
centres, pediatricians and child psychotherapists

Can your child focus on one thing without either thinking about something different or secretly checking their phone? Staying focused
is amongst the most important things in the learning progress of children. Motivation, persistence and focus make it a lot easier to achieve
your goals. Children struggle to keep focus as there are just so many
distractions: WhatsApp messages and YouTube videos are always available.
Sam and the Daily Lama help you, to link learning and fun. The Daily
Lama is a relaxation expert who first visited Sam last year to teach
him relaxation and mindfulness. This time, nine years old Sam visits
the Daily Lama in Peru. There, an exciting adventure begins. Sam, the
Daily Lama and the Peruvian girl Tamia feverishly try to retrieve the
lost Sunstone of the Inkas. Sam learns what it means to be persistent

and to never lose sight of ones goal.
Their adventure starts at Machu Picchu, then they visit some dark
ruins, an extinct volcano and explore the wild amazon. On their way
they learn many new things: how to deal with boredom, how to accomplish a lot with very little means, how to gather new strength,
that it’s sometimes better to sleep on it, that you’re stronger together
and also that guinea pigs are a delicacy in Peru.
The stories are illustrated by Saskia Gaymann who lets arise the characters with a lot of humour and love. The appendix is written by Dr.
Barbara Steinhilber who provides important information and exercises that help children (and their parents) to improve their ability to
focus. The stories and the appendix are suitable to be read by children
and their parents together.

The Authors
Saskia Gaymann lives in Cologne with her husband and two
children. After having worked as a successful makeup artist for
different TV programs she changed careers in 2008. She has been
a self-employed illustrationist and cartoonist since. Her style of
illustrating is best described as a mixture between collage and
drawing.
Sarah Rondot started working as a journalist for the website
dilsberg.de when she was 16 years old. She was also a freelance
journalist for the newspaper Rhein Neckar Zeitung and has completed multiple internships and a stay abroad in Chile. She is currently
studying political and economic sciences at University Freiburg where she also produces radiobroadcasts for the University’s radio station.
Dr. Barbara Steinhilber studied biology and philosophy and later completed her PhD in biology. She is cofounder of the research
institute IFEU where she has also been working for many years. She leads seminars for relaxation, respiratory therapy and burnout-prevention. She has also integrated relaxation and psychoeducation into an interdisciplinary research project at University Heidelberg. She
has two daughters.
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Children‘s Book
Gaymann/Rondot/Steinhilber

The Daily Llama
The story of how Sam became friends with a llama
2019. 75 pages. Hardcover. € 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-559-9
FOR:
Children between 5 and 12 years and their parents, educators, teachers, advice
centres, pediatricians and child psychotherapists

Nowadays even young children are struggling with stress in their daily
lives – increasing pressure at school, pursuing many different hobbies
and interests, spending time with virtual and real-life friends and full
schedules are just a few examples for the causes of the stress they’re
facing.
It is therefore important to support children in dealing with these
stress factors and to give them time and guidance to relax and recreate. Children – just like adults – need to understand what it means
to be aware of oneself and also one’s surrounding. The authors have
found a playful and humorous way to teach children possibilities to re-
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duce stress in their everyday life. In their book, they introduce a talking
llama to their young readers. One day it suddenly shows up in 9-yearold Sam’s living room and rocks his world. For Sam, the Daily Llama is
a mystery whose secrets he wants to unravel. It turns out the llama is
actually an expert for relaxation and shares his knowledge with Sam,
the children and their parents. The llama explains to them, that phases
of recreation and relaxation reduce stress and make it easier to deal
with everyday stress.
That way this book strengthens childrens’ self confidence in a fun and
effortless way.

Maria Pinto-Peuckmann, Literary Agent
Ulmenstr. 33 | D-86916 Kaufering | Mail: maria@pinto-peuckmann.de | Phone: +49 172 8323131

Children‘s Book
Lüdke

Stella & Tom are at daggers drawn
Stories about carrying out and solving conflicts

2019. 131 pages. Hardcover. € 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-557-5
FOR:
Children between 5 and 12 years and their parents, educators, teachers, advice
centres, pediatricians and child psychotherapists

Arguing is important for children because understanding the meaning and the importance of it is an essential part of growing up. When
we argue, we pit our strength against each other and learn how to
evaluate ourselves and others. Arguing productively is a key factor in
learning how to state one’s mind and thereby also crucial in order to
be able to protect oneself against bullying. It’s not only the arguing
that children have to understand and practise, but also reaching an
agreement, finding compromises and forgiving.
The main characters of this book, Stella & Tom, witness a lot of different conflicts at their school. The arguments are caused by subjects
that children are confronted with in their daily lives, such as the internet, jealousy, pressure at school or at home, but also intolerance

and fear towards foreigners and unknown things. Stella & Tom and
the reader simultaneously figure out the meaning of perseverance.
The stories also explain the benefits of staying calm instead of being
wound up easily.
Stella & Tom serve as role models for the readers and give them ideas
how they can (re)act in similar situations. The book’s target is to provide children with rules and boundaries for future arguments that will
help them to solve conflicts productively. The author, Christian Lüdke,
an experienced child and adolescent psychologist, also gives advice for
parents.
The book is illustrated by Saskia Gaymann and suitable for children
between 5 and 12 years.

The Author

Dr. Christian Lüdke (*1960) is a child and adolescent psychologist and also clinical hypnotherapist. He is very
experienced in his work with treating childrens’ anxiety disorders and traumas. Television and radio frequently
invite him to be interviewed about these subjects and he is a publicly known expert in the field of child trauma
and anxiety disorders. The first volume of his book series „Stella & Tom“ was published in 2018. He lives in Lünen
and Cologne with his wife and two daughters.
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Children‘s Book
Lüdke

Who took away Stella’s & Tom’s fear?
Stories that make children stronger
2018. 111 pages. Hardcover. € 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-385-4
FOR:
Children between 5 and 12 years and their parents, educators, teachers, advice
centres, pediatricians and child psychotherapists

The most common mental problems of children are not ADHS or depression, but fear and anxiety disorders. Yet, we all experience anxiety
while growing up and it is completely normal for children to have it.
Hence children need to find ways to accept and handle their anxiety.
The experienced child and adolescent psychologist, Christian Lüdke,
uses his characters, Stella, Tom and a talking pug called Mampfred,
to show parents and educators that children can use their imagina-
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tion as a power source for their self-empowerment. He offers children
and parents a lot of advice to recognize, accept and overcome anxiety wrapped in humorous and lively stories that can be read alone or
aloud.
The book is illustrated by Saskia Gaymann and suitable for children
between 5 and 12 years.

Maria Pinto-Peuckmann, Literary Agent
Ulmenstr. 33 | D-86916 Kaufering | Mail: maria@pinto-peuckmann.de | Phone: +49 172 8323131

Children‘s Books
Auerbach Stiftung

Paula & Max

ISBN

-4

6-554

621
8-3-8

97

Volume 1: Smartphones and road traffic
Volume 2: Easy smartphone rules – for Mum and Dad too
Volume 3: Dad, when is your smartphone asleep?
Volume 4: Mum, when will I get a smartphone?
DIN A6, 24 pages. Available in packages of ten (€ 19,90) or in a box with
15 books of each volume (€ 119,40).
The books have already been translated into Arabic, English, Croatian, Polish,
Russian, Romanian and Turkish.

ISBN 978-3-8621

6-553-7

FOR:
Children, parents, grandparents, educators in daycare centres and kindergartens, teachers, advice centres

5-5

ISBN 978-3-86216-44

ISBN 978-3-86216-446-2

Smartphones and road traffic

6-552-0

ISBN 978-3-8621

Phew! Sophia was lucky. Because she constantly looks at her smartphone, she almost got soaking wet and caused an accident on her
bike. Good on her that Paula and Max are with her on their way to
school. The two of them have already helped her out of a few risky
situations. Sophia is being taught that in order to improve her own
road safety she should keep her phone switched off while walking.
Easy smartphone rules –for Mum and Dad too
At school, Paula & Max are being taught some easy smartphone
rules. As they are very happy to know them, they want to try them
immediately with their parents. And wow: all of a sudden, the food
tastes more delicious, the homework is done very fast and Mum
and Dad finally have time to play with Paula and Max. Do you want
to know how they managed to do this? It is a lot easier than you
think…

Dad, when is your smartphone asleep?
On Sunday, Paula & Max visit the zoo. Paula loves the penguins and
Max is very excited about the feeding of the lions. It’s just Mum
and Dad who pay more attention to their smartphones than to
the animals. Paula and Max think that’s a shame. At their nursery
school they tinker a bed for smartphones (smartphone bed). They
are hoping their Mum and Dad will start to put their smartphones
aside more often so that they have more time to play with Paula
and Max. Maybe the smartphone beds can help?
Mum, when will I get a smartphone?
Paula is sad because almost all her classmates and friends already
have their own smartphone. Paula’s Mum doesn’t want Paula to
have her own smartphone because she thinks she is too young.
Together, they gather information about when is a good time for
children to have their own smartphone. Will Paula get her own
smartphone soon?

The Auerbach Stiftung (Auerbach foundation) develops and supports non-profit projects for the prevention of an excessive use
of digital media.
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Non-Book
Auerbach Stiftung

Smartphone bed
Assembly kit with 3 parts to patch plus a pillow to fold.
Also contains:
• Stickers to decorate the bed
• Booklet “Leg dein Handy auch mal schlafen“ (Put your smartphone to sleep too)
Suits all common smartphones. External packaging suitable for
mailing. CE-marking
FOR:
nurseries, primary schools, educators, parents
Turn off your smartphone! Anyone can do it with with this ingenious product!
Does this sound familiar to you? Doesn’t matter if it’s at shared meals or even in bed at night… Smartphones are everywhere and
have long become members of the family. Surveys reveal that 92 %
of the 12 to 19-year olds own a smartphone and that we reach for
our smartphones around 150 times a day. Why is that? The answer is
pretty simple: Our brain produces endorphins whenever we look at
our smartphone. Additionally, it can save us precious time if used effi-
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ciently. But… is that true? Very often we just use our smartphone to
text, browse the internet and try out random apps instead of talking
to each other or enjoying down time. The preventive smartphone bed
helps you and your loved ones to escape from the permanent digital
stress. Together with your family, switch off your smartphones and put
them into the smartphone bed in the evening. That way you’re all protected from the excessive consumption of digital media and also get
more family time.

Maria Pinto-Peuckmann, Literary Agent
Ulmenstr. 33 | D-86916 Kaufering | Mail: maria@pinto-peuckmann.de | Phone: +49 172 8323131

Calendar
Lembke/Lüdke/Feibel

finally offline – more time for family, friends and school
Cartoon Calendar 2021
For a healthy and conscious use of digital media
2020. 12 pages. € 19,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-621-3
FOR:
everyone interested in a healthy relationship with their smartphones and co.
Hardly any digital invention has changed our lives as profoundly as the
smartphone. No doubt, it can be very helpful and can be used in a lot
of different ways. At the same time, it can disturb things such as personal conversations, a joined meal or homework. What does a conscious
use of digital media look like then? How can we use our smartphones
without letting them get in the way of our family lives and/or school
performance?
The media competence calendar “Endlich Offline – mehr Zeit für Familie und Schule“ (finally offline – more time for family, friends and
school) gives advise on how parents and children can enjoy smartphone-breaks in 2021. Time to relax is essential, especially for children
in order to be able to study, sleep and grow. Finally Offline doesn’t

condemn the smartphone but gives clear outlines on its risks but also
its benefits. 12 monthly cartoons from the well-known cartoonist Oli
Hilbring point out different topics and questions about a smart use of
digital media. The calendar provides realistic advice for parents and
teachers. Its goal is to help children to grow up well with the new
forms of media.
Topics:
Spies: protect children online, Addiction: prevention of digital media addictions,
How to be kind (online and offline), Fake News: How to know what’s true, Empowerment: use social media to share your own projects, Digital breaks, Gaming:
How much gaming is too much, Studying: How to use the internet for studying,
Money: beware of traps such as inApp buys

With cartoons on the front ...

... and helpful tips on the back.
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Calendar
Gaymann

Cartoons from the Couch
Cartoon calendar 2021
2020. 12 pages. € 19,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-634-3
FOR:
psychotherapists as well as anyone who likes cartoons

The well-known cartoonist Peter Gaymann portrays typical relationship and therapy situations in a humorous and tender way.
Each calendar sheet can be used as a postcard too.

The Cartoonist

Peter Gaymann is one of the most successful German cartoonists. He has been a freelance humoristic illustrator since 1976. 100 books have already been published under his name – among them many bestsellers.
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Counselling Book
Lüdke/Lüdke

When the soul is on fire
Surprising perspectives for dealing with crises
2018. 176 pages. Softcover. € 19,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-476-9
FOR:
For all people dealing with a life crisis or a traumatic experience and needing
instrucions and help

Crises are part of our lives: Conflicts at the job, the relationship or in
friendships, difficulties in self-discovery, a crisis of faith or an identity
crisis – all of us know situations of the kind. A crisis does not have to
crush you. If we can manage to still think positively and make the best
out of the situation, we can decisively regulate our (mental) health.
The psychotherapist and expert for trauma, Dr. Christian Lüdke, shows
us in the new edition of his book “Wenn die Seele brennt”, how we
can considerately approach and overcome burdensome situations. He
therefore stresses aspect we can actively influence: Our mindset and
our attitude toward the world. This book is a great help in transfor-

ming your personal thoughts into remedies. The motto is: Whatever
we can imagine we can reach too. If we are willing to accept life with
all its highs and lows, we can only win. That also entails to listen to
one’s emotions and to build up trust in oneself. Like this, it’s possible to
come out of a crisis stronger than before and to realize they’re necessary to bring us forward in life and therefore essential for the personal
development. This book delivers new and surprising perspectives and
ideas for dealing with crises. They help the reader to find individual
ways out of challenging situations.

The Authors

Dr. Christian Lüdke (*1960) is a child and adolescent psychologist and also clinical hypnotherapist. He is very experienced in his work with treating childrens’
anxiety disorders and traumas. Television and radio frequently invite him to be
interviewed about these subjects and he is a publicly known expert in the field
of child trauma and anxiety disorders. The first volume of his book series „Stella
& Tom“ was published in 2018. He lives in Lünen and Cologne with his wife and
two daughters.
Dr. Kerstin Lüdke was born in 1970 and works as a police officer. Amongst others she works for special units of the Police NRW
(North-Rhine Westphalia). She did her master’s degree in social behavioural sciences, sociology and law. She also did a master’s
degree in public administration – police management at the Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei (German Police Academy). She
is a systemic coach and has completed a course in psychological intervention after traumatic events. She is the author of the
books “Psycho-Infarkt” (Psycho-Infarction) and “Mahl Zeit für mich” (Meal for me) and many psychological professional articles.
Homepage: www.lüdke.de
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Specialist Book
Obermann/Müller/Zilch/Winter/Glazinski (Eds.)

The German Health Care System
Accessing the German Health Care Market

2021

2021. IX, 284 pages. Softcover. € 64,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-746-3
FOR:
International health care organizations, foreign medical personnel working in
the German health care system, scientists and students with an interest in the
German health care system.

Germany’s health care system takes care of around 82 million people
and is built on the principles of solidarity and equity. At the same time,
it is a large and attractive market. It’s long history and ever more detailed regulation, however, make it difficult to understand the system
and to enter the market.
The recent Corona crisis has shown hat the German health care system is robust, resilient, and flexible to cope even with unprecedented
situations.

This book, written by scientists and practitioners from different professional backgrounds, is intended to providea swift, yet comprehensive, up-to-date, and authoritative introduction into how health care
is delivered, financed, and governed in Germany.
We have included all major changes and reforms up until September
2020.

The Editors
Prof. Konrad Obermann M.D., Ph.D. is senior scientific staff at the MIPH Mannheim Institute of Public Health,
Heidelberg University. He is also an independent international advisor on health systems and financing.
Dr. Peter Müller is a trained journalist and managing director of the Stiftung Gesundheit (Public Health Foundation), Hamburg. He
teaches Management of Not-for-Profit-Organizations (MBA) at the US Touro College.
Sebastian Zilch studied economics at the University of Heidelberg and public policy at the Hertie School of
Governance in Berlin. He is Managing Director of the Bundesverband Gesundheits-IT - bvitg e. V.
(Federal Association of Health IT), Berlin since June 2017.
Dr. C. Martin Winter is a trained physician with a wide range of experience in clinical medicine and medical
controlling at a University Hospital. He is also a board member of the German Association for Medical Controllers.
Prof. Dr. Bernd Glazinski is a psychologist and professor of business psychology at Cologne University of Applied Sciences and Bratislava University, Slovakia.
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Specialist Book
Lembke/Lademann/Hagmann (Eds.)

Living and surviving in the digital world
2019. 160 pages. Softcover. € 19,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-599-5
FOR:
Users of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, digital media and
social networks

The digitalization demands and supports changes. How we live, work,
feel, communicate, inform and optimize ourselves – every day tests
us again. Have you not wondered when the time will come where
it‘s no longer humans who shape digitalization but the other way
around? Is it even possible for us to still “switch off” and make use of
the freedoms, possibilities and opportunities of the interplay between
the web and the real world? In what ways does the world wide web
change the ways we perceive our surroundings and ourselves? What
does the internet really do to us? Where are the interfaces between
humans and the web?

“Digital (über)leben” (Living and surviving in the digital world) is a
book by and for fans of the digitalization as well as critics and mavericks. It shows us the world in a new light, attracts astonishment and
encourages changes of perspective. In 19 essays the authors Prof. Dr.
Gerald Lembke, Alexandra Dankert, Bettina Scholz, Marcus Lind, Rainer Rupp, Jochen Weiland and Timo Heß shed light on different parts
of the digital life. Brief and witty impulses induce the readers to think
further and broaden their horizons. The results will be developed in
the reader’s mind, because everyone will draw their own conclusions
after reading this book.

The Editors
Prof. Dr. Gerald Lembke is a digital pioneer who has more
than 25 years of work experience in the field of digitalization. His
practical experiences come from countless projects as a scientist, speaker, advisor and successful author. He teaches at the
Duale Hochschule Baden-Württemberg (DHBW) in Mannheim.
Denis Lademann has worked in digital and performance
marketing for over 15 years. He is the founder of the digital agency SUCHDIALOG which is located in Mannheim.
Nicola André Hagmann is the area manager for marketing and communication at SUCHDIALOG. He studied digital media with a
focus on media management and communication at the Duale Hochschule Baden-Württemberg (DHBW) in Mannheim.
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Materials for People with Dementia
Ilse’s big wide world
DVDs and photo cards
FOR:
People mit dementia and their relatives, nurses, occupational and musical
therapists
Out of the personal consternation of the founder and CEO of Ilses Weite
Welt arose the idea to produce films especially dedicated to people
with dementia. In cooperation with different experts, a viable concept
for the activation and entertainment of people with dementia was
developed. The shared goal of the Ilse’s Weite Welt team is to support
people with dementia and their relatives by filling their time and with
joy and life. It consists of movies and photo cards on different timeless
topics, for example: gardening, music, household, fairy tales. They aim
to evoke memories and emotions to help relatives as well as caregivers
and volunteers to find ways into the minds of people with dementia.
The movies and photo cards deal with the same topics and therefore
can be used together, but also individually.

The photo card sets are easily applicable as clear outlines, sharp contrasts and many signal colours are used.
Each set is composed of approx. 10 different photo cards, including
one explanatory card:
•

Printed double-sided

•

DIN A4 format

•

washable due to reflection-free lamination

•

packed in a cardboard folder

DVD 1: 2019. 52 minutes.
€ 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-547-6
DVD 2: 2019. 101 minutes.
€ 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-549-0
Photo cards: 2019. 10 cards.
€ 49,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-578-0

DVD: Celebrities read fairy tales 1 & 2
Fairy tales take us back to our childhood when we were captured by the tale of Hansel and Gretel who got kidnapped by the evil witch or thrilled
with joy when Cinderella snuck out to go to the dance. That way, fairy tales accompany us all our life which is why we chose them for an Ilses Weite
Welt DVD. It opens the door to a world that’s familiar to all of us – young and old ones. The fairy tales are read to you by different German celebrities.
Each DVD includes nine fairy tales, German ones by the Grimm Brothers as well as old Russian ones.
Photo cards: Our most beautiful fairy tales
The photo cards show objects or actions related to fairy tales. There are a few questions on the topic on each card as well. That way, it is easier to
start a conversation with a person with dementia. Each photo has its title printed above it – to encourage people with dementia to read them and
thereby practice their reading.
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DVD: Dogs – our loyal friends

DVD: Music – sing together

Dogs have a very unique effect on people with dementia. That’s why,
in our movie “Dogs – our loyal friends”, we’ve joined dogs in a lot of
different situations that can have a calming or motivational effect.
For example, we accompanied a three week old golden retriever
puppy and her Mum. People with dementia and their relatives can
enjoy relaxing images and tender classical music together.

With our movie “Music – sing together“, we use well-known folktunes to reach out to people with dementia and motivate them to
sing with us. The popular and wonderful singers Rolf Zuckowski and
Ingo Pohlmann have luckily joined this movie. They sing old familiar songs in a cosy living room atmosphere and invite you to join. A
music therapist takes us on a little musical journey and tells a story
about each song. He also reminds of a piece of the history of music
by playing a vinyl on his old gramophone.

Photo cards: Dogs – our loyal friends
The photo cards visually take up the topic dogs. Through categories
also printed on the cards like “animals that live on land”, further conversations are encouraged.
DVD : 2015. 60 minutes. € 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-527-8
Photo cards: 2011. 10 cards. € 39,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-528-5

Photo cards: Music – sing together
The photo cards display objects and actions related to the topic music and ask apt questions. This supports you in starting a conversation and provides impulses for more in-depth dialogues. Each picture
has a corresponding title so that people with dementia can practice
their reading. Music is approached indirectly through topics such as
as birds, freedom of thought, ships and love but also directly through
pictures of musical instruments.
DVD : 2015. 29 minutes. € 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-524-7
Photo cards: 2011. 10 cards. € 39,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-525-4

DVD: A day at the animal park
In our movie “A day at the animal park”, we join two adventureous
three years old girls on their trip through the animal park. They stroke blackcurrants, pet goats and pot-bellied pigs, feed deer and have
a picnic with their Mums. Emotions like joy, love, fun and curiosity
are depicted and invite the viewer into a careless and joyful atmosphere.
DVD : 201. 46 minutes. € 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-521-6
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DVD: Our beautiful garden

DVD: Happy household

In this movie we spend a wonderful summer day in an idyllic garden.
With a young mother and her small daughter, we experience the
garden as a little adventure – there are so many things to explore:
swings, a dog, a cat, a sandbox. Seeing a child walking through the
grass barefoot brings back memories of the grass tickling our own
feet. Every mother’s heart beats faster when she sees a child’s joy over
its first picnic outside. We also accompany a diligent farmer working
in her garden. Together, we remember the tedious tasks weeding the
garden and mowing the lawn but also the joy of seeing everything
you’ve planted blossom in spring. Feel the sun on your skin, listen to
birds chirping and smell the freshly mown grass.

In this film we reminisce about the times when the household was
still Mum’s pride and joy. We accompany a diligent young mother
fulfilling her daily joys and duties. Watching another mother cleaning the flat and doing the family’s laundry reminds former housewives of feeling needed and confident. In the film we see how the
mother holds the family together and makes sure everything flows
smoothly.
DVD : 2012. 46 minutes. € 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-529-2

Photo cards: Our beautiful garden
The photo cards show pictures of plants, children, animals and gardening. They serve as conversation starters about our own experiences with gardening. Impulse questions like “things you can do with
flowers …” encourage further conversations. With the titles of the
pictures also printed on the cards, people with dementia can practice
their reading as well.
DVD : 2015. 69 minutes. € 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-531-5
Photo cards: 2011. 13 cards. € 39,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-532-2

The Author

Sophie Rosentreter cared for her grandmother Ilse who had dementia. She knows from her own experience
how challenging it is to be a nursing relative. Looking back on this time, she now knows what she and her family
could and should have done differently. An important lesson she learned is that nobody should feel guilty when
their relative is admitted into a nursing home. To support everyone who is affected by dementia she founded
Ilses Weite Welt (Ilse’s big wide world). The mission behind Ilses Weite Welt is to share her knowledge and her
experience with the public. Sophie Rosentreter has won many awards for her dedication and commitment.
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Materials for People with Dementia
Christine Schön

Listen time (Hörzeit)
Radio programs like in the 1950s for people with dementia
2016–2019. CDs. Approx. 60 minutes. € 24,99.
FOR:
People with Dementia and their relatives, nurses, musical therapists
People with dementia might sometimes forget some of their everyday
life routines. On the other hand, they have very vivid memories of
songs and radio programs they first listened to 50 or 60 years ago. The
CD series “Hörzeit” (Listen time) published by medhochzwei Verlag
aims at supporting this memory. Each program has a different timeless topic such as travelling, work, children or football and they are all
inspired by the 1950s. The main focus lays on an emotional activation

by well-known songs, sayings and rhymes. In comparison to today’s
radio programs, Hörzeit does not convey as much information as it is
deliberately produced more slowly to give the listeners enough time
to grasp everything. Each program is 45 minutes long, followed by a
20-minute informative part for relatives where books, fames, special
support offers, institutions and people are introduced. Hörzeit is available as CD and mp3 download.

The Author
Christine Schön works as an editor, presenter and director of Hörzeit – Radio wie früher. She has over 15 years of
experience as a radio author and sound artist. The main focus of her journalistic work is placed on the circumstances
old people live in and the closely linked subject dementia. In 2016 she founded the association “Herzton – Mediale
Begegnungsräume für Generationen e. V.” (Heart Sound – medial rooms for encounters of generations) that is committed to the development of intergenerative projects (herzton.org).

ISBN 978-3-86216-308-3

ISBN 978-3-86216-334-2

CD: Listen time – Children our happiness

CD: Listen time – travel, explore and experience

Children are full of life and energy: They can be very noisy and very
curious but most of the time they bring great joy into our lives. A Hörzeit on the young ones full of sounds that trigger memories of our
experience with children.

In the 1950s the Germans discovered the joys of travelling. Whether it
was sun, beach and spaghetti or mountains, beer and castles – everyone was travelling abroad. A Hörzeit about nice holiday experiences
and the feeling of being on the move.
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ISBN 978-3-86216-335-9

ISBN 978-3-86216-438-7

CD: Listen time – Work and career

CD: Listen time – the ball is round

Work plays an important role in every life – inside the family as well
as outside. A Hörzeit about being needed and achieving things.

This program’s subject is football: In the 1950s Germany won the
world cup for the first time – many see the football miracle of 1954 as
the actual birth of the republic of Germany. The passion for football is
still strong today. A Hörzeit on refs, dives, and shots on target.

ISBN 978-3-86216-440-0

ISBN 978-3-86216-442-4

CD: Listen time – Dream weddings

CD: Listen time – spring, summer, autumn, winter

This Hörzeit ist about weddings – the most beautiful day in our lives:
That is true for all grooms and brides like Queen Elizabeth and Prince
Rainier but also for perfectly normal bridal couples. A Hörzeit about a
very special day.

This Hörzeit is about the seasons – the first buds in spring, a lazy summer day by the water, the splendid colours of autumn and a happy
snowball fight in winter: it’s all about the beauty of the different seasons.
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Specialist Book
Hildebrandt

Understanding dementia in colour
2018. 104 pages. Softcover. € 37,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-487-5
FOR:
Relatives of people with dementia, nursing homes, gerontologists, Alzheimer
Societies, self-help groups, architects

Just like a snowball that’s slowly rolling down a hill – that’s how Frank
Hildebrant, communication designer and author of this book describes the progressing of dementia. The disease is described very graphically in the first half of the book and also how, as a society we cannot
stop the snowball dementia, but we can learn to develop important
winter services. The subject is made accessible with colourful images
and vivid language. The second half of the book is upside down – the

readers have to flip the book to read it. It deals with inspiration and
advice on how to design the living space of people with dementia.
Hildebrandt uses real examples to show how care facilities can work
with orientation systems. The inhabitants are included in designing
the rooms. The book also offers handy advice that’s immediately realizable and invites you to be inspired by the humour and serenity of
old people.

The Author

Frank Hildebrandt was born in 1988 and studied communication design at the Hochschule Düsseldorf. In 2017
he received his masters degree with distinction. He works as a free-lance communication designer with a special
focus on room design for people with dementia. Since 2015 he is a frequent speaker on the subject dementia
and design and also gives workshops.
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Counselling Book
Schützendorf

Communication with people with dementia
2020. 170 pages. Softcover. € 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-601-5
FOR:
Relatives of people with dementia, nursing homes, gerontologists, Alzheimer
Societies, self-help groups

You just took care of your relative who has dementia. Now you are leaving the room to prepare a meal, but suddenly your loved on won’t
stop calling for you. Even though you just thoroughly explained to
him/her that you are going to prepare a meal. Have you ever been in
this situation?
Situations like this are very common in the everyday life of caretakers.
So how should we deal with these situations? And in such a way that
treats your loved one with love and respect, but also allows you to
have time and space for yourself?
The authors of this book try to find an answer to these and other practical questions and show different ways and possibilities that facilitate
the communication with relatives who have dementia. You will develop a deeper understanding of your loved one’s behavior and hopefully
create the foundation for a good handling of everyday life with a person who has dementia.
In order to achieve this goal it will occasionally be necessary to be
open towards unconventional ideas that – at first sight – might seem
unusual in our normal everyday social interactions.
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For example: What will happen if you just go along with the stories
your relative suddenly confronts you with out of the blue? How can a
simple touch start a conversation? How can the use of music bring joy
to your loved one?
The tangible instructions with lively illustrations give helpful advice
and explanations for appropriate behavior towards people with dementia. The episodic chapters are supplemented with chapters by
experts who in simple terms explain everything that might work differently in the communication with people who have dementia and
show how to preferably deal with it.
In order to gather all this information this volume falls back on the
bundled knowledge of a team of authors that consists of practitioners
and scientists. Together they combine the expertise on specific neurological processes connected to dementia with the practical experience
of caretakers.
The combination of important background information and helpful illustrated suggestions will improve interactions with people who have
dementia in easy to follow steps.

Maria Pinto-Peuckmann, Literary Agent
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Counselling Book
Fellgiebel (Ed.)

(Bad) hearing with dementia
2020. 100 pages. Softcover. € 24,99. ISBN 978-3-86216-613-8
FOR:
Relatives of people with dementia, nursing homes, gerontologists, Alzheimer
Societies, self-help groups

To hear well is a necessary prerequisite for understanding and linguistic communication. Hearing has a significant impact on our behaviour
and social interactions. Hearing also conveys important emotions for
our social relationships, which is very important for our well-being.
People with dementia have limited information processing skills. It
is especially important for them to be able to fall back on the best
possible hearing function as a basis for understanding and communication. We know from people with hearing loss without dementia
that impaired hearing alone can be a massive burden in everyday life.
They still have to try harder to catch something. They have to focus all

their attention on sounds, noises and speech, which is exhausting and
tiring. People with impaired hearing are often nervous, irritable, sleep
poorly, and feel lonely. Added to this is the stigmatization or feared
stigmatization of the deaf. This book provides an easy-to-understand
overview of the topic and also provides useful advice: How do you recognize hearing deterioration in a person with dementia? What help
can you get? What is a good listening environment? The book also gives advice on how to use hearing therapeutically, for example with
music. Practical reports and interviews complement the entry to this
subject matter.

The Editor

Prof. Dr. med. Andreas Fellgiebel has been the chief physician of geriatric psychiatry at the RheinhessenFachklinik Alzey and scientific director of the memory clinic at the Clinic for Psychiatry and Psychotherapy at
Mainz University Medical Center since 2014.
In 2004 he received the innovation award “socially active” from the Ministry of Social Affairs Rheinland-Pfalz for
the establishment of a group therapy oriented towards behavioral therapy for patients with mild dementia and
their relatives; 2006 he received the Steinberg-Krupp Alzheimer Prize of the Hirnliga e.V. for scientific work on
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) in patients with MCI and Alzheimer‘s dementia.
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